WORKSHOP

Legal Governance of Historical Memory in Comparative Perspective

Tuesday, April 3, 2018, 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 pm

Room 107, Berkeley Law

Cosponsored by the T.M.C. Asser Institute (The Hague)
Center for the Study of Law and Society
Miller Institute for Global Challenges and the Law

Panel I “Governance of Historical Memory in European and US Law”

Chair: Dr. Ulad Belavusau (T.M.C. Asser Institute – University of Amsterdam)
       Prof. Eric Heinze (Queen Mary University of London)
       Prof. Robert Kahn (University of St. Thomas, Minnesota)
       Dr. Heleen Touquet (KU University Leuven)
Discussant: Prof. Reuel E. Schiller (UC Hastings College of the Law)

Panel II “Eastern Europe as a Current Hub of Memory Laws and Memory Wars”

Chair: Prof. Robert Kahn (University of St. Thomas, Minnesota)
       Prof. Nikolay Koposov (Emory University)
       Dr. Ulad Belavusau (T.M.C Asser Institute)
       Marina Bán (T.M.C. Asser Institute)
Discussant: Prof. Richard Buxbaum (UC Berkeley School of Law)

Panel III “Wider Perspective on Legal Governance of History”

Chair: Prof. Jonathan Simon (UC Berkeley School of Law)
       Prof. Dimitry Kochenov (Groningen University)
       Prof. Angana Chatterji (Center for Race & Gender – UC Berkeley)
       Dr. Grażyna Baranowska (Polish Academy of Sciences)
Discussant: Prof. Mariane C. Ferme (Department of Anthropology – UC Berkeley)

SPACE IS LIMITED. TO REGISTER for the WORKSHOP, which includes breakfast, lunch & closing reception, and to receive the DETAILED WORKSHOP AGENDA:
EMAIL CSLS@LAW.BERKELEY.EDU BY MARCH 26, 2018.